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Reviewer's report:

This paper presents a user study to evaluate a machine learning (ML) tool (called RobotReviewer) that can facilitate the review and assessment of bias risks in randomized controlled trials (RCTs). This study mainly focuses on the evaluation of the assessment time taken by anonymous participants and the usability of the tool. A total of 41 participants were recruited in this study. Each participant was asked to review four RCT articles, among which two were provided with ML suggestions (i.e., semi-automated) and the other two were without ML suggestions (i.e., manual). Qualitative feedback was also collected for further improvement of the tool. The within-subject design takes into account of various factors that may affect the evaluation including order effect, user fatigue and learning effects. It was concluded that semi-automated assessment was 25% faster than manual assessment, indicating that ML-based semi-automation can improve the efficacy of RCT bias risk assessment. Unlike other ML work that perform retrospective evaluation on existing benchmark datasets, this study adopts a prospective way for the evaluation, which is a challenging task.

The paper is well-written and easy to follow. The reviewer has several comments to further improve the paper.

* The rationales for using two categories of ratings "low" and "high/unclear" seem not convincing. Several participants also suggested separation of "high/unclear" into two categories. More justifications could be provided or the limitation could be discussed.

* Table 2, the last row regarding "changed (no ML)". It is unclear to the reviewer that why there are changed annotations for "no ML". In particular, it is described in the evaluation design subsection that "In the manual condition, participants completed the task without machine assistance, starting from an unannotated PDF shown in the same interface." The reviewer is assuming that "changed (no ML)" refers to the manual assessment in which case only unannotated PDF was provided. More clarification would be appreciated.

* For the result of participants' judgements, although Table 2 presents the basic statistics for participants' assessment results, it is unclear about the degree of agreement among raters (i.e., inter-rater agreement). For each of the RCT articles, since both semi-automated and manual evaluation were involved, is there any significant difference between the inter-rater agreements for the article?
The reviewer understand that the main focus of the evaluation is the assessment time taken and usability of the tool. However, it would be interesting to know the effectiveness of the ML tool based on the human experts' judgements. In another word, if the ML-suggested annotations and manual annotations agreed by the human experts were combined to serve as the reference standard, the precision and recall could be calculated and reported.

The followings are a couple of typos:
- page 10, line 9: "questions which affords" => "questions which afford"
- page 22, line 15: "participate that those" => "participate than those"
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